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During this salon, CAFx invites younger Danish architecture studios,

working in line with approaches and themes of our current

exhibition, Make Do with Now: New Directions in Japanese

Architecture, to reflect upon what the curator Yuma Shinohara

characterises as the “renovation generation” in a Japanese context:

‘Increasingly, architecture in Japan is one of transformation and

reprogramming, rather than of new construction. If previous

generations of young architects had made their name through

adventurous single-family homes, commissioned by young families

to mark new phases of their lives, one could speak now of a

“renovation generation” whose first projects consist of small-scale

refurbishments of existing buildings and interiors – an observation

borne out by taking a look at any recent architecture magazine in

Japan. On the one hand, this trend is a function of scarcity –

commissions for new constructions are few and far between, often

because young people simply do not have the resources to buy

property and finance new houses from the ground up – but this is

also reflective of a general shift in cultural values.’

Nicolai Bo Andersen, Djernes & Bell, Kim Lenschow and gruppe-aja

will present their work and methodology in light of scarcity of

resources, nature crises, aesthetics, changed values, etc. How might

a strategy and methodology of a ‘renovation generation’ look like in a

Danish context? How to transform and renovate ‘boring’ buildings

from the 1960s - 1990s of varying quality and of an enormous

quantity (instead of demolishing them and building from scratch)?

What are the environmental, economic, cultural and aesthetic

problems and potentials?

While drinks are served, you can continue the discussion with your

friends and colleagues and see the exhibition.

You can meet:

Nicolai Bo Andersen, professor at the Royal Academy of Architecture

- Centre for Sustainable Building Culture, who has and is educating
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many of the young architects of a ‘renovation generation’, working

more modestly with transformation of existing structures.

(Nicolai Bo Andersen will both function as a moderator and take part

in the conversation).

Djernes & Bell, is an architectural practice based in Copenhagen with

a special interest in what already exists: built, material, human,

natural.

Kim Lenschow, (the former partner of Søren Pihlmann), aiming to

cultivate a more aware and authentic engagement with the world

and the structures that surround us.

gruppe-aja, an up-and-coming office rethinking architecture

through a focus on reduction of resources in the wake of the nature

crises.

 

'Make Do With Now' Event Programme:

 

6 October 16–19:

Exhibition Opening: Make Do with Now – Meet the Curators and

Drinks

 CAFx invites you to the opening of the exhibition Make Do with Now:

New Directions in Japanese Architecture with drinks and

introductions by the curators from Swiss Architecture Museum.

13 October 18–00

Kulturnatten: Generation Transformation

An evening of transformation with Pihlmann Architects.

25 October 16–17

Renovation 2.0: Site visit to Ørsteds Haver with LOKAL

Join the architectural office LOKAL for a site visit to their prize-

winning renovation of the façade of Ørsteds Haver in Frederiksberg,
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taking the renovation of a 1960s 'eyesore' building to a new level.

26 October 16.30–18.30

Japanese Architecture between Tradition and Transformation

How does the ‘Generation Renovation’ of younger Japanese offices

relate to the traditions and history of Japanese architecture? 

2 November 16.30–18.30

Salon Transformation: New Values of a New Generation in Danish

Architecture

Join us for an exploration of how younger Danish architects make do

with now, transforming and renovating the existing structures rather

than making grand gestures from scratch.

16 November 16.30–18.30

 Architectural potentials in a resource perspective - Panum & Kappel

studio visit and lecture

The young architectural office Panum & Kappel invites you to a

studio visit at their Vesterbro-based office, where they will tell about

their circular construction principles, showing models of radical

transformation experiments exhibited at Utzon Centre's recent

Super Danish exhibition.

 

 

 

Sign up to our Newsletter

Hej! If you want to know what CAFx is up to, you can use the form

below to sign up to our newsletter, sent every other Friday, and

receive updates on our latest projects, events and Journal content

directly to your inbox.
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2.6.23 EXHIBITION · ENGLISH

Window Exhibition: Coastal

Imaginaries – Currents from Venice to

Copenhagen

Satellite exhibition of the Danish

contribution to this year’s Architecture

Biennial.

02
JUN

31
JUL

15.6.23 EXHIBITION

Ankomst: Perron Ceremoni

De oprindelige ventesale på Københavns

Hovedbanegård genopstår midlertidigt i en

ny futuristisk version, når Drømmekontoret

inviterer til samtaler om, hvordan den

kollektive transport kan genromantiseres

og løftes.

15
JUN J
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